
Homework for Night Sky Training Session on Sept 20, 2014

Epsilon Lyra: a double-double star.

Lyra, the Lyre (a guitar-like string instrument popular during the Golden Age of Greece), 
is a small constellation near Cygnus, the Swan. It's brightest star is Vega which is very 
easy to find. Once you find Vega, note that it is the bottom of a V shape. The V connects 
to four stars in the shape of a parallelogram. From Vega, follow the right side of the V up 
to the "star" at the top of that V. It looks like a double in binoculars, but through a 
telescope you will see that it's really a double-double: each of these two stars is also a 
double!

Observers: Alex Vrenios & Eric Steinberg

Ring Nebula (M57): like a smoke ring in the sky.

Locate the more distant (from Vega) of the two shorter sides of that parallelogram in Lyra.
Between the two stars that form that side, almost in the center between them, is a dim 
nebula that looks like - well, a ring.

Observers: Alex Vrenios & Howard Moneta

Beta Cygni (Albireo): a very fine orange-blue double star.

Cygnus, the Swan looks like five bright stars in the shape of a huge cross. (This five star 
asterism in Cygnus is often referred to as the Northern Cross.) Each of the four outer 
stars forms a segment with a fifth, central star. The two equal segments are the wings of 
the swan. The shorter segment is the tail, and the long segment is its neck and head. The
bright outer star at the head is Albireo, a very pretty telescopic double star.

Observers: Alex Vrenios

Omicron and 30695 Cygni: an orange-blue binocular pair.

No telescope? No problem! About half way between the outer stars that form the tail and 
the bright outer star of the western wing, is an orange-blue pair that rivals Albireo.

Observers: Alex Vrenios

NGC 6826: the Blinking Planetary:

Using the bright outer western wing star and Omicron, this planetary is at the location that
almost forms an equilateral triangle with them. It's a combination star and a nebula. When
viewed directly, the nebula fades and the star is easy to see. When using averted vision, 
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light from the nebula washes out the star so it appears to wink out. Switch between direct
and averted vision to make it blink! (Michael E. Bakich says he got it to blink in a 6" at 
100x, at a dark site. October 2014 Astronomy magazine, page 50.)

Observers: Alex Vrenios

M31 Andromeda Galaxy 

is 2.5 million LY distant, and composed of ~ 400 billion star masses. 
is 29000 Ly distant, 3.4 Mag, disc is 2X size of Milky Way, & disc of 250,000 LY across

Observers: Alfred Fantegrossi

M13 Hercules Glob Cluster 

is 25000 LY distant, composed of ~300,000 stars, & Mag. 7.0 star snowball

Observers: Alfred Fantegrossi

M52 open cluster

is 35 million yr old cluster in cassiopia, 3,000-7000 LY distant (light absorption makes it 
difficult to measure accurately), & "V" or fan shaped, salt & pepper-like cluster

Observers: Alfred Fantegrossi

Vega

Double star in Lyra - 25 LY from earth - Northern sky at 7:34

Observers: Kevin Witts

M8 Lagoon nebula 

In Sagittari - 5000 LY away - Western sky 8:30

Observers: Kevin Witts

NGC 7000

Nebula in Cygnus, SW sky at 8:30
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Observers: Kevin Witts

M27 Dumbbell Nebula

Observers: Howard Moneta

NGC 6543 Cat's Eye Nebula

Observers: Howard Moneta

Ruchbah 

variable star in Cassiopeia - magnitude 2.65, 99LY 

Observers: Pete Turner

NGC 457 Dragonfly Cluster

magnitude 6.4, 7,900LY 

Observers: Pete Turner

NGC 281

Cluster associated with nebulosity, magnitude 7.0 

Observers: Pete Turner

Gliese 777a

Observers: David Broughton

Rho Coronae Borealis

Observers: David Broughton

Iota Draconis 

Observers: David Broughton
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